Product spotlight | Thermo Scientific™ Chromeleon™ Chromatography Data System (CDS)

Speed up data analysis
Thermo Scientific™ Chromeleon™ Chromatography Data System
(CDS) helps you process chromatograms with minimal effort and
saves you time by offering smart, intuitive tools to simplify and
streamline data processing.
•

Dynamic data processing and linking ensure all changes are
instantly reflected in the data and results, saving valuable
time.

•

The Cobra™ Peak Detection Algorithm rapidly, reliably and
accurately identifies peaks and baselines.

•

The unique SmartPeaks™ Integration Assistant gives you the
baselines you want quickly, reproducibly and intuitively.

Chromeleon CDS speeds up data analysis and gets you from

•

Define the integration range

samples to results quickly and easily—boosting your overall lab

•

Define the baseline noise range

•

Select the narrowest peak to be integrated

•

Select the smallest peak to be integrated

productivity.

Unsurpassed tools for data evaluation
Dynamic data processing and linking ensures the selections
and changes you make are instantly reflected in the data and
results, for all injections in the sequence, saving huge amounts

With just these four settings, the Cobra algorithm instantly
integrates every chromatogram in the sequence.

of data processing time. For example, adjusting the baseline

The SmartPeaks Integration Assistant is used when special

of a calibration peak changes its area, which in turn alters the

peak treatment is needed - for example, when a different

calibration curve, which then changes the results of the unknown

baseline approach is required for an unresolved peak group,

samples and any further calculations based on those amounts.

peak shoulders or rider peaks—producing the desired results

All these values are updated automatically and instantaneously

consistently, quickly and intuitively.

eliminate repetitive batch processing of the data, drastically
reducing effort, errors and time.

The user simply selects a region of the chromatogram, and
SmartPeaks graphically displays available treatment options,

The Cobra Peak Detection Algorithm reliably detects peak

such as valley-to-valley baselines or exponential skims. When

start and end times, and correctly assigns peak baselines without

the user selects an option, SmartPeaks adds the corresponding

requiring you to enter a long list of detection parameters. It uses

parameters and values to the processing method, so that

advanced signal processing to distinguish true peaks from noise,

the desired treatment will be automatically applied across all

and sophisticated curve-fitting techniques to accurately locate

chromatograms in the sequence. This process takes just a few

peak maxima and inflection points. It will correctly integrate many

seconds and eliminates the subjective trial-and-error process of

chromatograms without the input of any integration parameters,

adjusting baseline integration that is a major weakness of most

but refinements can be made if needed, by adjusting just a few

chromatography software and a major source of result variance

simple parameters which are set quickly and easily using the

and errors.

Cobra Wizard. This prompts the user to:

Figure 1. The Cobra Wizard sets basic integration parameters in four easy steps

Figure 2. SmartPeaks presents alternative integration approaches and automatically adds parameters to
the processing method for the chosen approach
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